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During its 43rd Plenary Session (17-21 October 2016), the CFS requested the HLPE to
produce a report on “Multistakeholder Partnerships to Finance and Improve Food Security
and Nutrition in the Framework of the 2030 Agenda” to be presented at CFS45 Plenary
session in October 2018.
As part of the process of elaboration of its reports, the HLPE is organizing a consultation to
seek inputs, suggestions, and comments on the present V0 draft. This open e-consultation
will be used by the HLPE to further elaborate the report, which will then be submitted to
external expert peer-reviewers, before finalization and approval by the HLPE Steering
Committee.
HLPE V0 drafts are deliberately presented early enough in the process – as a work-inprogress, with their range of imperfections – to allow sufficient time to give proper
consideration to the feedback received so that it can play a really useful role in the
elaboration of the report. It is a key part of the scientific dialogue between the HLPE Project
Team and Steering Committee, and the rest of the knowledge community.
To participate, please visit the dedicated HLPE e-consultation website:

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/cfs-hlpe/multistakeholder-partnerships-v0

Contributing to the V0 Draft
In order to enrich and illustrate the report with a variety of examples, participants are invited
to submit concrete, practical, well-documented and significant case-studies of existing
MSPs, as defined in the V0 Draft, through the use of the dedicated Questionnaire provided
both as an annex to the V0 Draft, and as a separate editable word file.
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The HLPE also encourages the submission of further material, references and evidence on
the performance and impact of existing MSPs in the field of FSN.
In order to strengthen the report, the HLPE welcomes all the suggestions, including
contributions regarding the following questions:
1

The purpose of the report is to analyze the role of MSPs in improving and financing
FSN. Do you think that this draft is striking the right balance and give enough space to
finance related issues? What are the constraints to raising funds for FSN?

2

Is the structure of the report comprehensive enough, and adequately articulated? Are
the concepts clearly defined and used consistently throughout the report? Are there
important aspects that are missing? Are there any major omissions or gaps in the
report? Are there topics under-or over-represented in relation to their importance? Are
any facts or conclusions erroneous or questionable? If any of these are an issue,
please send supporting evidence.

3

The report suggests a classification of existing MSPs in broad clusters, in order to
better identify specific challenges and concrete recommendations for each category.
Do you find this approach useful for identifying specific policy responses and actions?

4

The report suggests a methodology, and key criteria, to describe and assess existing
MSPs. Are there other assessment tools and methodologies that should be referenced
in the report?

5

The report has identified some of the main potential and limitations of MSPs, with
regard to other non-multistakeholder processes. Do you think that there are other key
challenges/opportunities that need to be covered in the report?

6

The last Chapter analyzes the internal factors and enabling environment that could
contribute to enhance the performance of MSPs in improving and financing FSN.
Could you provide specific examples of successful or unsuccessful policies and
programmes designed to shape such enabling environment that could contribute to
illustrate and strengthen the Chapter?

***
We thank in advance all the contributors and we look forward to a rich and fruitful
consultation on this early draft of the report.

The HLPE Project Team and Steering Committee.
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